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COVID-19 is an emerging infectious disease that has turned into a pandemic. It spreads through droplet trans-
mission of the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. It is an RNA virus displaying a spike protein as the major surface
protein with significant sequence similarity to SARS-CoV which causes severe acute respiratory syndrome. The
receptor binding domain of the spike protein interacts with the human angiotensin converting enzyme 2 and is
considered as the antigenic determinant for stimulating an immune response. While multiple candidate vaccines are
currently under different stages of development, there are no known therapeutic interventions at the moment. This
review describes the key genetic features that are being considered for generating vaccine candidates by employing
innovative technologies. It also highlights the global efforts being undertaken to deliver vaccines for COVID-19
through unprecedented international cooperation and future challenges post development.
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1. Introduction

‘Companies that have the skill to be able to do it are not
going to just sit around and have a warm facility, ready
to go for when you need it’, said Anthony Fauci, the
director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infec-
tious Diseases at NIH, USA, and a member of the
White House Coronavirus Task Force, at a panel dis-
cussion (Florko 2020). He has been aware of the mood
of vaccine-manufacturing Big Pharma, which has not
changed much since the 1980s and is largely driven by
a few very pertinent questions. Will the demand fade
away with the end of the outbreak? Will the people
choose, sometimes due to foolish reasons of vaccine
hesitancy, not to use the product? What would be the
timeline to reach breakeven and create wealth? With
negligible prospects for profits, most drug makers have

been neglecting emerging infectious disease areas.
However, due to the present spread of the COVID-19
pandemic, which has claimed, at the time of writing
this article, 217,192 lives and infected 3,117,204
individuals so far, across all the continents except
Antarctica, the need for vaccines have rekindled new
interests and with a higher enthusiasm (Johns Hopkins
University 2020). This can be understood from the
rapidity in response to contain the outbreak and
designing modalities for treatment. According to
reports from Institute Pasteur, Shanghai, the first notice
on treatments provided for pneumonia from hospitals
in Wuhan, China, was received on 30th December
2019. Within 8 days, the coronavirus was identified,
and by 10th January 2020, the very first genome of the
virus was shared by the University of Sydney on behalf
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Fontanet 2020;
Huang et al. 2020). Consequent to that, a number of
efforts are being made to socially contain the outbreak,
screen available drugs for repurposing for COVID-19
and design specific vaccines against the new
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coronavirus. This review highlights the genomic fea-
tures of coronavirus that should be considered for
vaccine design, current innovations in vaccine tech-
nology, global efforts, and future challenges in vaccine
developments for COVID-19.

2. COVID-19 and coronavirus

COVID-19 is a new infectious disease of the respira-
tory tract with chances of developing fulminant pneu-
monia similar to the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) and is caused by the new coronavirus (SARS-
CoV-2), which spreads through contact with respiratory
droplets from nose and mouth (Chan et al. 2020; WHO
2020a). Notably, 80% of people who are exposed or
infected do not develop the active disease and show
mild symptoms of seasonal flu and recover without
major treatment. However, its estimated rate of inci-
dence is much higher and is in the range of 20–60% in
comparison with 8% for flu, and initial observations
concludes that those developing severe disease require
hospitalization for a period twice as much as that for
acute flu (Lenski 2020). It originated in the Hubei
province of China in late 2019, and spread rapidly
around the world through human-to-human transmis-
sion along the international air-travel routes. The case
fatality rate for COVID-19 at the time of writing this
article stands at 10 times more than 0.1%, as reported
for the seasonal flu (Lenski 2020). SARS-CoV-2 is the
third member of the pathogenic coronavirus after
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV (causes the Middle East
respiratory syndrome) that shows severe pathology in
humans among few others that only cause mild clinical
symptoms like the flu (Cui et al. 2019). In the absence
of a clinically proven effective treatment regime, cur-
rent therapies for COVID-19 mainly receive supportive
care supplemented by different combinations of anti-
retroviral drugs. A few FDA approved drugs and
immune therapies are being repurposed and currently
in clinical trials at several stages and available only on
compassionate grounds. They have been proven effi-
cacious in controlling SARS, influenza, HIV, and the
Ebola virus replication by either targeting the viral
RNA polymerase or the poly-protein protease or by
boosting host immunity as adjunct therapy (Harrison
2020). Convalescent plasma from recovered individu-
als and monoclonal antibody therapies, which showed
some success during the Ebola outbreak in Western
Africa, are being developed (van Griensven et al.
2016). These antibodies will also form the basis for the

serological diagnosis of asymptomatic spreaders,
which are absent at the moment. However, here we will
restrict our discussion to the multiple vaccines being
developed against SARS-CoV-2.

3. Origin of SARS-CoV-2 and genomic insights
for vaccine development

From the entire initial set of five genome sequences
available, it was concluded that the new coronavirus is
99.9% identical among themselves, suggesting its
recent entry into humans (Zhou et al. 2020). All the
3365 viral genomes known today form a tight cluster
based on phylogeny and show evidences of only 20
mutational events, much lower than the expected rate
of 10-4 substitutions per site per year. This slow evo-
lution is despite carrying RNA as the genome and
much to the advantage for vaccine researchers (Dong
et al. 2020). The closest match with 88–96% overall
identity is that of the bat-derived beta-coronaviruses,
indicating a zoonotic origin of the disease, similar to
SARS and MERS but genetically distinct from the
respective coronaviruses (Andersen et al. 2020).
Interestingly, genomic and evolutionary evidence pla-
ces the coronavirus found in Malayan pangolins
(Pangolin-CoV) as the next best match with greater
than 91% identity, thus hinting at the anteater as a
possible intermediate host to the new coronavirus after
spillover from bats, like the palm civets and the dro-
medary camels in case of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV,
respectively (Zhang et al. 2020). Further, the study
posits Pangolins-CoV as the possible common ancestor
for the human and bat versions based on the key amino
acid residues present in its surface protein and crucial
for interaction with the host receptor. Recombination
events among the small sub-genomic regions are very
common in coronaviruses due to the high level of co-
infection that exists in their hosts. Therefore, tracing
the evolutionary history of coronaviruses can be quite
challenging and debatable.
Its positive-strand RNA genome consists of six

major open reading frames and accessory genes coding
for the typical non-structural proteins, including the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, proteases, and the
structural proteins, including the matrix (M), envelope
(E), spike (S) and nucleoprotein (N). The surface spike
(S) glycoprotein is responsible for binding to the
human cell surface receptor, followed by membrane
fusion and entry (figure 1) (de Wit et al. 2016). This
spike protein is also pivotal for determining host
specificity, estimating the capacity of disease
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transmission, and for production of neutralizing anti-
body in human. Generally, the spike protein of coron-
aviruses consists of a signal peptide, extracellular,
trans-membrane and intracellular regions. The host-
recognizing extracellular domain, responsible for cell
membrane fusion, is divided by a polybasic cleavage
site into a receptor binding S1 domain and the S2
domain (Andersen et al, 2020). When it comes to
sequence identity at the amino acid level, which
determines molecular recognition to the host receptor,
the S1 domain shows only 68% identity in comparison
with the bat version. Expectedly, phylogenetic analysis
also places the receptor binding domain to a lineage
closer to that of the SARS-CoV version, thus sug-
gesting a binding to the same angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) (Lu et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020).
Further, it underscores the emergence and reservoirs of
SARS-CoV-2, which originated from bats but may
have jumped into pangolins, with a plausible long
period of natural selection in human or human-like
ACE-2. The receptor binding domain appears to have
accumulated mutation at five amino acid positions for
optimizing binding to host following an early zoonotic

transfer much before November 2019 (Andersen et al.
2020). An educated speculation indicates that a
COVID-19-type epidemic may recur at any time in the
future, by a different SARS-CoV-2 variant evolving
from the early isolates under selective pressure in
animals, further emphasizing the need for a vaccine.

4. Identifying potential targets for designing
vaccine candidates

Vaccination strategies can be effectively used to reduce
disease severity, control transmission by viral shedding
and prevent future infections. Vaccines are usually
directed to induce both arms of the adaptive immune
response producing neutralizing antibody that prevents
attachment to host cells and activate the body’s T killer
cells that recognize and kill infected cells. Vaccine
candidates are chosen from the various approaches
available as per the level of protection required. The
simplest method involves introducing a virus into the
body after inactivation by chemicals, gamma irradia-
tion or heat. Proteins expressed on the dead viral

Figure 1. Potential vaccine candidates under development for COVID-19 treatment. The potential targets for small
molecule drugs under clinical trails are annotated with numbers. 1, Chloroquine (endosomal acidification inhibitor); 2,
Lopinavir-Ritonavir (protease inhibitor); 3, Remdesevir (reverse transcriptase inhibitor).
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surface serves as antigen and induce the production of
neutralizing antibodies as in the case of the early polio
vaccine (figure 1) (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2015).
Another method involves introducing weakened or
attenuated versions of the virus that slowly replicates
inside the host cell but provides enough viral antigen to
induce an immune response, like the oral polio vaccine,
rabies vaccine or the BCG vaccine given at birth to
prevent childhood tuberculosis. Administering a non-
virulent organism is less safe than the inactivated virus
and has been the cause for disease outbreak, but is
much superior in terms of establishing a mild infection
necessary for mounting a successful adaptive immune
response (Afrough et al. 2019). Developing an atten-
uated vaccine in a short time is, however, challenging
as it requires isolating a non-virulent strain through
several rounds of time-consuming sub-culturing in the
laboratory and requires adequate knowledge about the
virulence factors expressed by the coronavirus. Fur-
thermore, the level and type of adaptive immune
response sometimes depend on the strain used in the
product. One each of the above types is currently under
preclinical development to estimate efficacy and toxi-
city: Formaldehyde-inactivated formulation is being
developed by Sinovac Biotech in China, while a
genetically modified poorly replicating coronavirus is
being developed in a partnership between Codagenix,
USA, and Serum Institute of India, India, using their
proprietary deoptimization technology platform earlier
used for developing vaccines for Zika, dengue and
influenza (WHO 2020b).
A more targeted approach involves inducing adap-

tive immunity by introducing immunogenic viral
proteins or their fragments to generate both antibodies
and cell-mediated immune response. Delivering the
antigenic epitopes with optimal levels of antigen
presentation required for a broad protective immunity
is vital for a successful immune response. The high
degree of similarities in the genome, structural pro-
teins, and even the host attachment receptor indicates
the existence of a possible similarity in the immune
responses against the two SARS coronaviruses. This
also means that conclusions made from studies on
SARS-CoV proteins might help in determining the
immunogenic determinants required for vaccine
development. In addition to the high level of potent
antibodies against the S and N proteins of SARS-CoV,
which were incidentally short-lived, strong T-cell
responses that provide long term protections were
detected for the same structural proteins (Tang et al.
2011). Intriguingly, when the experimentally identi-
fied dominant B-cell and T-cell epitopes of SARS-

CoV were mapped to the amino acid sequence of the
spike and nucleocapsid proteins, 27 T-cell epitopes
matched the SARS-CoV-2 proteins without a single
mutation. Further, the epitopes located within the
predicted receptor binding domain of the spike protein
were associated with the most prevalent major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC) alleles in the human
population (Ahmed et al. 2020). Similarly, a large
number of B-cell epitopes found complete sequence
identity with that of the nucleocapsid protein and both
S1 and S2 domains of the spike protein. The preva-
lence of epitopes corresponding to the less exposed S2
domain, however, indicates its possible access to
antibodies post attachment to the host cell. This
analysis also helps preclude the apprehensions about
the mismatches observed in the receptor binding
region of the S1 domain from the structural analysis of
the spike protein (Wrapp et al. 2020). Antibodies
raised against the S2 domain of SARS-CoV spike
protein may cross-react and neutralize SARS-CoV-2,
thus positing an excellent opportunity for repurposing
the candidate monoclonal antibodies that did not cross
phase I trials for SARS vaccine development (Tian
et al. 2020). Therefore, the spike protein of SARS-
CoV can be confidently placed as the most potent
antigenic determinant against which candidate vacci-
nes should be developed.
Another important consideration in designing vac-

cines, particularly in case of RNAviruses that generally
have higher mutation rates, is the antigenic drift or
genetic variability, which plays a pivotal role in
choosing the best genome sequence of the viral strain
for vaccine development, and this means we need to
sequence the SARS-CoV-2 genome from as many
regions possible from around the world (Dong et al.
2020). Choosing the right vaccine candidate is as much
an art as a science since finding the viral components
that will not trigger severe inflammation but can pro-
vide a protective immune memory is not trivial, more
so when nothing much is known about the immune
pathology of the disease and the immune evasion
strategies employed by the virus to evade the host
defense and most of our assumption is based on studies
conducted on SARS-CoV.

5. Innovations in vaccine technologies

Several new vaccine generation methods, based on the
concept of ‘plug-and-play’, have been developed that
can be used to test candidates against multiple infec-
tions in a short time. This is possible primarily because
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the safety features are determined predominantly by the
upstream and downstream process technology
employed and not on the pathogen of interest. Vign-
ettes of certain approaches using recombinant virus
technology, nucleic acid vaccines, self-disseminating
and protein vaccine approaches will be briefly descri-
bed here (figure 1).

5.1 Molecular clamps

Since a virus is an obligate intracellular replicative entity
that requires the host cell for its proliferation, all vaccine
strategies are aimed at preventing the attachment of the
virus to the host cell. At the molecular interface, this
recognition is characterized by binding of the viral surface
protein (Spike glycoprotein in SARS-CoV-2) to the
receptor on human cells (ACE2) (Lu et al.). Antibodies
generated against the surface protein antigen helps to
neutralize this receptor binding, thus making protein
subunit vaccines very popular. However, by themselves,
these proteins would normally be unstable and may lose
their molecular structure soon after injection, rendering it
difficult for the immune cells to produce antibodies
specific to the virus. Furthermore, the free-floating viral
protein may change its shape to a post-recognition
stable conformation, which is very different from the pre-
recognition state as displayed on the surface of the virus.
The molecular clamping approach uses joining key
structural polypeptides at several regions in the protein
structure to efficiently retain the original shape of the
immunogenic epitopes, thus stimulating a stronger
response (UniQuest 2014).

5.2 Replicating viral vectors

With advances made in understanding the replication
and pathogenesis of a wide variety of viruses along
with the development of tools for genetic manipula-
tion, it is now possible to generate safer attenuated
vaccines expressing recombinant viral protein anti-
gens from a proxy infection model (Robert-Guroff
2007). Replicating vectors in use includes adenovirus,
measles virus, poxvirus and vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV) (Humphreys and Sebastian 2018). These
viruses are either non-pathogenic in humans (VSV) or
carry a genetically modified genome which neutral-
izes their virulent nature. The coding sequence for the
required protein/subunit antigen is attached to the
genome for optimal expression, assembly and pack-
aging into the recombinant virus. Two major

advantages underscore their potential as a vaccine of
choice. Its ability to elicit a complete (innate and
adaptive) immune response that is also tunable in
terms of type and intensity of the response is its
biggest advantage. The proxy natural infection model
employed also allows the induction of co-stimulatory
immune molecules that provide an adjuvant effect.
Second, its replicative nature allows achieving similar
protection at a 3–4 log lower dosage. Vectors based on
measles virus have been considered for vaccines
against HIV-AIDS and SARS due to its potential to
provide lifelong immunity as a result of its ability to
infect the antigen-presenting cells (dendritic cells and
macrophages) (Zuniga et al. 2007).

5.3 Non-replicating viral vectors

In this case, the genes essential for replication of the
adenovirus are deleted, among others, from the aden-
oviral genome and replaced with antigenic protein
coding genes at the locus (Robert-Guroff 2007). The
most popular Modified Vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA)
is a natural attenuated version of poxvirus. Through
repeated sub-culture in chicken cells, MVA has lost its
ability to replicate and evade immune surveillance in
human cells (Kennedy and Greenberg 2009). Replica-
tion-deficient vectors can accommodate larger gene
inserts and also provide stability in terms of not
regaining virulence when compared with the replica-
tion-competent versions.

5.4 Virus-like particles (VLPs)

One of the problems of using the protein subunit
vaccine has been presenting the antigen in its most
stable and effective conformation. VLPs are com-
posed of multiple structural proteins, which upon
recombinant expression have the ability to self-
assemble into nanostructures enclosing the capsid
proteins within itself (Syomin and Ilyin 2019). The
VLPs can have a lipid envelope originating from the
cell membrane producing them in the form of budding
and can also be chimeric in nature, displaying an
envelope protein from another virus. A wide range of
production platforms expressing and correctly folding
the antigenic proteins are available in bacterial and
yeast systems, insect and mammalian cell lines and
even in transgenic plants. In addition, since VLPs lack
a genome of its own, they offer a similar level of
stability as non-replicating vectors, thus offering the
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safety of subunit vaccine and efficacy of the live-at-
tenuated vaccine, together.

5.5 DNA vaccines

Nucleic acid–based vaccines have emerged as a better
alternative to live and inactivated vaccines for treat-
ments against emerging pathogens as the DNA
expressing the pathogen’s protein can be produced in a
short time. This does not involve growing the virus in
the laboratory and gives equivalent protective immu-
nity as other forms. In this case, the DNA sequence is
introduced, often facilitated by nano-carriers, directly
to the cells of a specific tissue. Once they make their
way into the nucleus with the help of a targeting
sequence, viral surface protein production, driven from
an optimized promoter, is outsourced to the host cells
natural machinery (Hobernik and Bros 2018). DNA
vaccines are safe, stable and large quantities can be
produced in a short time through cost-effective manu-
facturing processes, which is crucial for distribution in
low-income regions.

5.6 mRNA vaccines

First identified while studying immunization with tumor
antigens for cancer therapy, mRNA vaccines are now
extensively studied for emerging pathogens. Like DNA
vaccines, they represent the new generation therapies and,
being mRNA in nature, avoid the risk of being integrated
into the host genome, as a bonus. They come in twoflavors,
traditional mRNA-based vaccines and self-amplifying
mRNA vaccines. Both work on the strategy of using the
host cell transcription machinery to produce the target
proteins and induce adaptive immunity (Pardi et al. 2018).
While the former is replication-deficient and contains the
antigen’smRNA, the latter codes for amodified genome of
an RNA virus where the target antigen of choice replaces
the viruses’ native genes coding for the structural proteins.
The resulting virus can express the heterologous antigenic
genes in the cytoplasm in high numbers but cannot package
itself into a functional virus, while the mRNA can amplify
itself using the RNA dependent RNA polymerase coded in
its genome (Geall et al. 2012).
All of the above innovations are being rapidly uti-

lized to develop multiple vaccines against the new
coronavirus. Several epidemiological models predict
that the present pandemic will stay for quite some time,
albeit in several small pockets around the world and

reappear in the subsequent waves of infection. But, will
coronavirus usher in a new era in developing innova-
tive vaccines for emerging infectious disease beyond
COVID-19? We will have to wait for the results of the
clinical trials to come out.

6. Multiple vaccines towards one single goal

Vaccine development for infectious diseases is equally
challenging, similar to drug development, and normally
takes the same amount of time. In the case of COVID-
19, this is even harder because of unknown disease
pathogenesis, unavailability of a validated animal
model, and success is dependent on the human clinical
trials. Despite all this, the scale and severity of the
current pandemic have attracted around 35 companies
– Big Pharma, small biotechnology firms and univer-
sity spinoffs – to develop a vaccine against SARS-
CoV-2 (Lee 2020; WHO 2020b). Thanks to the
attractive funding from two government agencies of the
USA, Biomedical Advanced Research and Develop-
ment Authority (Department of Health, USA) and the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(National Institutes of Health, USA), work has been
initiated on as many as 44 candidate vaccines (table 1),
which are currently in clinical and preclinical stages.
The COVID-19 outbreak has also highlighted innova-
tions in funding mechanism through the involvement
of Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
(CEPI), a global alliance-based vaccine accelerator for
emerging infectious diseases, founded in 2017 by the
governments of India and Norway with initial support
from the World Economic Forum and philanthropic
organizations like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foun-
dation, USA, and Wellcome Trust, UK. This generous
funding has enabled several small biotechnology firms
and academic institutions to triage their diverse can-
didates, which is essential in situations where it is hard
to predict which one and at which stage will reach a
cul-de-sac. The new candidates are not only based on
traditional approaches, they are also being built on the
existing vaccines and leveraging on platforms used to
develop the SARS or the MERS vaccines. It is
important to mention that although there are great
similarities between the immunogenic epitopes of the
two SARS-CoVs, vaccines for COVID-19 do not have
to be similar to the ones proposed against other coro-
naviruses. The newly developed vaccine against the
Ebola Zaire virus by GlaxoSmithKline, UK, was pro-
duced using the adenoviral vectors used for an HIV
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Table 1. Candidate vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 and their stages of development (adapted from WHO draft on vaccine
candidates as on March 2020 (WHO 2020b))

Type of Technology
Type of candidate

(Clinical Trials Registry) Company/Consortium/Institutes

Phase-I clinical trials in humans (Toxicity and immunogenicity)
Non-Replicating Viral Vector Adenovirus Type 5 Vector

(ChiCTR2000030906)
CanSino Biological Inc. and Academy of
Military Medical Sciences’ Institute of
Biotechnology, Beijing

ChAdOx1
(NCT04324606)

University of Oxford

RNA Vaccine Lipid nanoparticle encapsulated mRNA
(NCT04283461)

Moderna/NIAID

Preclinical development and toxicity
Inactivated Vaccine Formaldehyde-inactivated with alum Sinovac
Live attenuated Vaccine De-optimized live attenuated vaccine Codagenix/Serum Institute of India
Non-Replicating Viral Vector
Vaccine

MVA encoded VLP GeoVax/BravoVax
Ad26 (alone or with MVA boost) Janssen Pharmaceutical
adenovirus-based NasoVAX expressing
SARS2-CoV spike protein

Altimmune

Ad5 S Greffex
Oral Vaccine platform Vaxart

Replicating Viral Vector Measles Vector Zydus Cadila
Institute Pasteur/Themis/Univ. of Pittsburg

Horsepox vector expressing S protein Tonix Pharma/Southern Research
Drosophila S2 insect cell expression
system VLPs

ExpreS2ion

Protein Subunit
Vaccine

S protein AJ Vaccines
WRAIR/USAMRIID EpiVax/Univ. of
Georgia

Adjuvanted S protein trimer Clover Biopharmaceuticals/Glaxo Smith
Kline

Peptide Vaxil Bio
Ii-Key peptide Generex/EpiVax
Adjuvanted S protein (Baculovirus
production)

Sanofi Pasteur/Glaxo Smith Kline

Full length S-trimer/nanoparticle ?
Matrix M

NovaVax

gp-96 backbone Heat Biologics/Univ. Of Miami
Molecular clamp stabilized Spike protein University of Queensland/Glaxo Smith Kline
S1 or RBD protein Baylor College of Medicine
Subunit protein, plant produced iBio/CC-Pharming
Subunit VIDO-InterVac, University of Saskatchewan
Adjuvanted microsphere peptide University of Saskatchewan

DNA Vaccine DNA plasmid vaccine Electroporation
device

Inovio Pharmaceuticals

DNA plasmid vaccine Takis/Applied DNA Sciences/Evvivax
Zydus Cadila, India

RNA Vaccine LNP-encapsulated mRNA encoding RBD
and
LNP-encapsulated mRNA cocktail
encoding VLP

Fudan University/Shanghai JiaoTong
University/RNACure Biopharma

mRNA China CDC/Tongji University/Stermina
mRNA Arcturus/Duke-NUS
mRNA BioNTech/Fosun Pharma/Pfizer
Self amplifying RNA Imperial College London
mRNA Curevac

Virus like particle Plant-derived VLP Medicago
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vaccine (GSK 2016). Institute Pasteur has proposed to
use the measles vaccine virus vector backbone used
earlier to prepare vaccines for Ebola, Zika and Lassa
fever (WHO 2020b).
Phase I trials for toxicity and immunogenicity have

started on healthy adult volunteers, with funding from
CEPI, for a lipid nanoparticle encapsulated mRNA
vaccine (mRNA-1273) co-developed by NIH’s Virus
Research Centre, NIAID and Moderna Inc. Another
frontrunner in starting the clinical trials is CanSino
Biologics in partnership with China’s Academy of
Military Medical Sciences’ Institute of Biotechnology.
This candidate is based on a non-replicating adenoviral
vector used for Ebola, while University of Oxford’s
Jenner Institute has proposed to start phase I trial for a
non-replicating adenoviral vector-based vaccine back-
bone (ChAdOx1) due to its proven efficacy among
older people with underlying co-morbidities (Devlin
2020). Among others, candidates that are undergoing
preclinical testing are mRNA-based vaccines from
Germany’s CureVac (funded by European Union and
CEPI) and BioNTech (co-developed with Pfizer). Both
companies are repurposing their leads from personal-
ized cancer treatments to deliver vaccines that are
tunable as per the level of immune response required
(Curevac 2020; Pfizer 2020). Like Moderna, another
American company Novavax has redeveloped a spike
protein–based vaccine for SARS in combination with
its proprietary matrix adjuvants. Institute Pasteur is
leading a consortium with University of Pittsburgh and
Themis Biosciences, Austria, to work on a replicating
measles vaccine virus vector technology, based on
SARS-CoV (Pasteur Institute 2020). With the avail-
ability of a high-resolution molecular structure of the
trimeric spike protein, researchers at the University of
Queensland, Australia, are using their disrup-
tive molecular clamp technology, which helps the viral
proteins to maintain their shape, thus enabling the
immune system to mount a stronger response
(University of Queensland 2020). It is being combined
with GlaxoSmithKline’s proprietary adjuvants in order
to generate a long-lasting immune response. A lower
adjuvanted dose allows immunization of a larger
number of individuals with a low amount of the protein
product. The same adjuvant-based potentiation is also
being offered for Clover Biopharmaceutical’s trimeric
spike protein vaccine candidate. A very promising and
widely discussed DNA vaccine candidate (INO-4800),
being developed by Inovio Pharmaceuticals, has suc-
ceeded in raising funds from CEPI. Although DNA-
based vaccines have not received any regulatory
approvals in the past, and the company has not

delivered any vaccine since its inception, it has com-
mitted to start clinical trials in April 2020 and has
received support from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation to develop an intradermal electroporation
device for vaccine delivery (Linnane 2020).
Intriguingly, large-scale phase III randomized control

trials have started in Australia and Netherlands to check
for the effectiveness of the BCG vaccine, a live-atten-
uated strain of Mycobacterium that causes tuberculosis
in cattle, in reducing incidences and disease severity
among the healthcare workers exposed to SARS-CoV-
2 (Byrne 2020). This recent development stems from a
report which claimed to have found an excellent cor-
relation on country-wise severity of COVID-19
symptoms to its national immunization program for
protection against childhood TB and TB meningitis
(Miller et al. 2020). It is also not surprising to note that
countries practicing compulsory BCG vaccination are
also socio-economically backward, therefore reports of
low morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 may be
related to low co-morbidities contributed by lifestyle
diseases and not necessarily a protection offered by
BCG vaccination. The study draws a link between high
mortalities in Iran, which started BCG vaccination later
in 1984, with the lack of non-specific protection among
the older population. The non-specific protection by
BCG against viral infections is plausibly offered by the
induction of innate immune memory, again a very new
concept in itself, that results in enhanced production of
immune modulators and cytotoxic activity of immune
cells. Nevertheless, if true, this might help to provide
some levels of protection until a new specific vaccine is
made available (Moorlag et al. 2019). However, it
would be interesting to learn about the outcome of
these large trials with respect to the degree of protec-
tion achieved as different strains of BCG is known to
provide a wide range of efficacies in the case of
tuberculosis in adults.

7. How soon will we have a new vaccine?

Usually, it takes 10–15 years of development through
the classical path using inactivated or live attenuated
vaccines after generating long-term efficacy data.
During the Ebola emergency, this time was brought
down to 5 years for candidates that are based on viral
vector vaccines and involved running a few key steps
of phase II trials in parallel. As the COVID-19 con-
tagion rapidly engulfs a quarter of the world’s pop-
ulation, Inovio Pharmaceutical has ambitiously
accelerated this timeline to publish the human clinical
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trials data by the Fall of 2020, which is remarkably
less than a year (Inovio Pharmaceuticals 2020). This
is also expected, keeping in mind that there might not
be enough patient volunteers available to participate
in the human trials later. However, the test cohort
should not miss out on including different age groups,
ethnicity, gender and pregnant women. Finally, data
needs to be collected for any rare occurrence of
immunization-mediated enhancement of severe ill-
ness after infection. This is primarily caused by the
development of sub-neutralizing antibodies, which
promotes excessive viral entry to the host cells (Wan
et al. 2020). However, when it comes to manufac-
turing and delivery, the process faces myriad of new
challenges as often experienced by the pharmaceuti-
cal industry. Large quantities of the candidate vaccine
are generally required to start a full-scale phase III
trial and immunizations thereafter; moreover, each
product will require a customized scale-up technol-
ogy that will have to be developed. More and more
pharmaceutical companies have shifted focus to the
risk-averse lifestyle disease, and this has resulted in
their losing the skillset and expertise required for
vaccine development. This needs to be re-built by
continuous financial commitments with no immediate
guarantee for rewards and an unprecedented level of
international cooperation, which is thankfully quite
visible. Another important question that may arise
and needs some clarity is selecting the target cohort
for immunization. Healthier individuals might be
naturally protected and more vulnerable while the
needy older population might show problems of a
poor immune response and require higher doses.
Certainly, healthcare workers need them the most in
our preparedness for the next wave of infection and
perhaps also the traders in the wet markets if they
continue to be in business.

In conclusion, once we have the vaccine and
hopefully the apex of the pandemic is over, an
effective policy needs to be carefully prepared to
develop a global access framework for equitable dis-
tribution in the developing world while protecting
intellectual property and market rights. Distribution of
the vaccines should be made as far as possible based
on humanitarian benevolence, centrally through
international agencies including Global Alliance for
Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), UNICEF and
WHO. Allowing the vaccine producing countries or
the richest economies to stockpile the doses for the
native population in the absence of a national emer-
gency, as seen in the case of H1N1 influenza virus

vaccine in 2009, will jeopardize all the momentum
gained thus far (Fidler 2010).
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